CLOAK AND DAGGER EXCLUSIVE
IDENTIFY THE ENEMIES OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION IN THE 21st CENTURY
WITH TOM HENEGHAN

Who is Behind the High-Tech Ambushes in Iraq?
A Plea for Answers
By Jim from Georgia
February 14, 2006

http://christianpartnersforpeace.blogspot.com/2006/02/who-is-behind-high-techambushes-in.html

CloakandDagger.de was deleted off the internet — here are
several vital tidbits
Responding to numerous comments to the above post on
ambushes in Iraq
•

At 12:47 PM, June 24, 2006,

OrlandoMary said…

HERE IS THE ANSWER FROM HUNDREDS OF SOURCES
INSIDE AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN INTELLIGENCE
AGENCIES.
MUST READ THESE ARTICLES, SHARE AND FORWARD
ACROSS THE NET.
Explosive Intelligence on What is Really Going on Behind the
Scenes in Iraq COVERED UP by the Orwellian Illuminati NWO
extortion-friendly, corporate-controlled LMSM's (Lying
Mainstream Media) Massive Deceptions and Illusions

CLOAK AND DAGGER EXCLUSIVE
IDENTIFY THE ENEMIES OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION IN THE 21st CENTURY
TOM HENEGHAN
June 19, 2006
TEAM 121 LINKED TO THE KIDNAPPING OF
AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN IRAQ
http://cloakanddagger.de/media/TOM%20HENEGHAN/Identify%20The%20Enemies%20of%20America/CLOAKANDDAGGER.DE_IEARJUN19.htm

TOM HENEGHAN
June 20, 2006
New Intelligence on the Connection Between
The Two U.S. Soldiers Kidnapped in Iraq and
British Intelligence
http://cloakanddagger.de/media/TOM%20HENEGHAN/Identify%20The%20Enemies%20of%20America/
CLOAKANDDAGGER.DE_IEARJUN20.htm

TOM HENEGHAN
June 22, 2006
THE NSA SPYING 9-11 COVERUP
REACHING CRITICAL MASS
"THE TIME IS NOW, THE MATCH IS HOT
http://cloakanddagger.de/media/TOM%20HENEGHAN/Identify%20The%20Enemies%20of%20America/
CLOAKANDDAGGER.DE_IEARJUN22.htm

TOM HENEGHAN
June 23, 2006
Miami Terrorist scare linked to diversion aka latest
NSA spy fiasco. Miami informant linked to Iraqis
brought to U.S. after Gulf War 1991, Daddy Bush's
stooges. They now operate as FBI Informants and
stoolpigeon's for FBI Div. 5 Denver, Colorado. They
script the alleged terrorists.
Question: Does Jose Padilla aka Oklahoma City's John
Doe #2, have an apartment in Miami, Fla, Detroit,
Mich., Toronto, Canada and Chicago, Illinois?
Answer: You bet. The FBI and the NSA pay his rent.
P.S. Latest NSA spy scandal linked to NSA review of
CIA Custodial operational accounts that link U.S.
government funding of alleged terrorist aka Bosnia,
and the Mushahadeen, Riggs Bank.
Example, first, Ali Mohammed's release by U.S. Justice
Dept.
Secondly, Osama Bin Laden is still at large and was on
the U.S. government CIA Custodial payroll pre-Sept.
11th.
Note: NSA financial download began in earnest when
it became clear to the NSA that the US State Dept. had
been warned by French Intelligence that the United
States was about to be attacked with the assistance of
internal American Gestapo co-conspirators.
---

OrlandoMary:
While our beloved men and women in our very own military
return in body bags, without arms, legs, hands, feet and
with radiation poisoning, Bush and his traitor cabal are
knowingly engaged in extensive, on-going TREASONOUS
Briberies and Cover Up Conspiracies of 'giving aid and
comfort' to illegal Muslims here in the USA, rewarding their
numerous felonies with green cards and our highest privilege
of United States citizenship.
These treasonous conspiracies are not about Creator loving,
law abiding legal Muslims in the United States, but
specifically address illegal Muslims who are being aided and
abetted by treasonous officials, after committing multiple
felonies defrauding the American People.
This is not a political issue of democrats vs. republicans vs.
libertarians vs. independents,
it is not an issue of black, brown, red, yellow, or white,
nor is it an issue of Buddhist vs. Christian vs. Hindu vs.
Jewish vs. Muslim...;
it IS an issue of national security, it IS an issue of home
security, it IS an issue of personal security.
See evidence posted at:
http://www.maryschneider.com
http://www.maryschneider.us

•

At 12:57 PM, June 24, 2006,
OrlandoMary said…
The urls are to long to post so here are the explosive intelligence
reports revealed at
http://www.cloakanddagger.de, now in the archives:

TOM HENEGHAN
June 19, 2006
TEAM 121 LINKED TO THE KIDNAPPING
OF AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN IRAQ
Kidnapping of American soldiers in Iraq now linked to
Israeli-British MI6 assassination teams. The domestic
H.Q.'s for this group are at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
They are now operating in Iraq.
This new Intel dovetails to the Gary Best-Tim SpicerVictor Bout Bosnia U.A.E. connection.
These British-Israeli mercenaries have been trained
on American soil in North Carolina for the purpose of
domestic assassinations of politically outspoken
American citizens and for counter-insurgency A.K.A.
Al Qaeda creation in Iraq. They are named Team 121.
Again, Team 121 specializes in counter-insurgency
tactics in Iraq but they also have historical direct links
to the 9-11 Urban Moving Systems group a.k.a.
MOSSAD and the attack on the U.S.

Team 121, currently directed by Director of Homeland
Security A.K.A. Mega-MOSSAD agent Michael Chertoff,
have been also used to stage break-ins a.k.a. Gestapolike activity against the private property rights of
innocent Americans.
Again, Team 121 is Israeli MOSSAD with direct ties to
British MI-6 Blackwater-Blackstone group. This group
operates without oversight but with the complicity of
former Democratic Senator John Edwards (D.N.C.) and
Carousel Group director Erskine Bowles.
Edwards, who has direct ties to British Intelligence,
has a personal friendship with British P.M. Tony Dun
Blaine Blair. Edwards once stated that Bush should
look to Blair for real leadership in prosecuting the war
in Iraq. We will have more to say about him in later
postings.
Team 121 has also been linked to noted CIA MOSSAD
handler Melvin Lattimore. Lattimore has direct ties to
the 9/11 Brooklyn Mosque a.k.a. the MOSSAD
infiltrated 9/11 Bucket Shop.
A convicted terrorist from the 90's named Ali
Mohammed was just recently been released by the
Bush Justice Dept. Ali Mohammed was a witness to
the events surrounding 9/11.
Ali Mohammed, a custodial C.I.A. U.S. employee, like
Osama Bin Laden had knowledge of Mohammed Ata's
link to the Brooklyn Bucket Shop, Norman, Oklahoma
and Nick Berg.
Ali Mohammed actually helped trained masquerade
ball terrorists at secret locations around the U.S.

The purpose was for the scripting of domestic and
international Black Ops a.k.a. terrorist events.
The financial backing for Ali Mohammed is none other
than Team 121.
It can now be reported that the attempt to infiltrate
alleged Al Qaeda has backfired with all the parties
now involved in covering each others rear-end while
they engage in massive arms and narcotics
racketeering worldwide without concern of the others
previous activities.
Note: It was the D.E.A. (Drug Enforcement Agency)
that originally busted the Israeli MOSSAD'S Urban
Moving Systems. It can now be reported that this
evidence was originally withheld from the 9/11
Commission but afterwards given by compromised
9/11 Commission staff members directly to Con Rice,
Stephen Hadley and Bushfraud himself.
The aforementioned parties receiving this data have
now classified this evidence under National Security.
What was left in the National Archives became Sandy
Berger's lunch a.k.a. Able Danger a la mode.
P.S. Most of the credit cards used by the 9/11
terrorists can now be linked to Melvin Lattimore and
Bernard Kerrick, former NYC Police Commissioner.
Both Senator Pat Roberts (R. Kansas) and Mega
MOSSAD Republican-in-the-closet Dianne Feinstein (D.
Ca.) are the gatekeepers to keep this criminal N.S.A.
Israeli-British activity from being seen by the
American people.

Attorney-General Alberto Gonzales and his stooge
John Richter and the U.S. Department of Justice are
now engaged in massive misprision of felonies.
Once again note, Ali Mohammed was released by
Gonzales given his knowledge of 9/11 and the role of
British-Israeli trained special forces inside Iraq.
P.P.S. Summation - Alleged Al Qaeda in Iraq is a
creation of Israeli-British Intel forces trained and
equipped on U.S. soil. The purpose being to infiltrate
the ninety percent nationalistic resistance inside Iraq
with a long term goal of scripting civil war in Iraq for
the purpose of a future settlement of the conflict
based on the three separate autonomous state
solution, a.k.a. the division of Iraq based on the
1920's British Colonial model.
P.P.P.S. Again we reach out today to those patriotic
members of the U.S. Military and its Flag Officers to
arrest Bushfraud and stop this unprecedented treason
against the American People and our Constitution.
It should be noted that Bushfraud, the occupant of the
White House, was never elected by the American
People and remains AWOL from his National Guard
unit in Alabama for over thirty years.
Bushfraud should be immediately placed in the
stockade awaiting trial for his desertion.

TOM HENEGHAN
June 20, 2006
New Intelligence on the Connection Between The
Two U.S. Soldiers Kidnapped in Iraq and
British Intelligence

The assassination of the two U.S. soldiers in Iraq has
been linked to a private contractor that employed
Team 121 a.k.a. British-Israeli-Russian mercenaries.
This gang, hired out by Mega-MOSSAD elements inside
the Pentagon, has been directed to engage in counterinsurgency inside Iraq but have actually created
terrorists in Iraq for the purpose of countering the
ninety percent nationalistic resistance in the country.
It can now be reported that the kidnapping of the
Russian diplomats from Baghdad ties into the
kidnapping and murder of the two U.S soldiers.
Both the Russian diplomats and the U.S. soldiers knew
too much about Team 121 and the tie-ins between
alleged terrorist Zarqawi and British MI-6 Blackwater
a.k.a. Team 121.
Note: Bushfraud himself flew secretly to Iraq to
personally grab documents that link Zarqawi to Team
121 Blackwater.
It should also be mentioned that these two Russian
diplomats were blackmailing the current Unity
Government in Iraq vis a vis the role of Blackwater
and the financial fraud involving the private
contractors inside Iraq.

Reference current Iraq Defense Ministry which
reported the U.S. soldiers death in Iraq is nothing
more than a British Intelligence nest.
Reference: It can now also be reported that the
documents taken out of Iraq by Bushfraud included
smoking gun evidence linking the training of Zarqawi
to U.S. C.I.A. custodial stooge Ali Mohammed; recently
released by the U.S. Justice Dept.
The U.S.A. soldiers kidnapped and murdered in Iraq
were part of a secret U.S. anti-bush Intelligence team
determined to get to the bottom of the foreign
mercenary treason and the source for the I.E.D.s
a.k.a. roadside bombs coming into Iraq for the
purpose of killing Americans.
Here at Cloak and Dagger we have already connected
the dots.
It is the Bosnian Defense Fund linked to Richard Perle
and Douglas Feith along with Tim Spicer and Victor
Bout which have direct links to the British security
firm, The Olive Group, with its headquarters in Dubai
U.A.E. that are responsible for the I.E.D.s in Iraq.
Tim Spicer linked to British Defense contracting
company Aegis. Olive Group is nothing more than a
subsidiary for Blackwater British MI6 Blackstone
along with Dubai Ports World and the Israeli MOSSAD
Zim Corporation were used to transfer the I.E.D.s from
U.A.E. to Bosnia.
The middle men involved in the I.E.D. trafficking was
Pakistani Intelligence a.k.a. the Khan MI
6 pipeline.

Reference: Dubai Ports World was the noted company
that Bushfraud wanted to hand the entire U.S. Ports
system too.
Zim Corp, a noted Israeli MOSSAD company, also tied
to this treason was the firm that was warned by their
sister MOSSAD firm New Jersey Urban Moving
Systems to leave the WTC 30 days before the 9-11
attack.
MOSSAD agent, Michael Chertoff covered this up.
Chertoff, dual citizen is now head of U.S. Homeland
Security.
P.S. Private British Olive Group aircraft were allowed
to fly into Iraq with the I.E.D.s disguised as food
subsidies. This was the same technique used in the
original Daddy Bush Iraq-Gate scandal that was
directly arming Saddam during the Reagan
Administration in the 80's.
Note: President Ronald Reagan of Irish ancestry
survived two genuine Blackwater assassination
attempts directed against him by British Intelligence
and Daddy Bush. Ask the junk yard dogs or the trolls
under the bridges about this.
P.P.S. The Bosnian Defense Fund is the source for the
I.E.D.s in Iraq and have been also linked to Riggs
Bank, Washington, D.C., a noted Bush-Clinton crime
syndicate parking lot for disguised gold and oil
derivatives tied to the Carlyle and Carousel Groups
(Oil Trusts in Saudi Arabia).
This was set up with stolen U.S. Treasury funds with
tie-ins to the British and Spanish Royal families and
the U.S. Federal Reserve.

Note: It was King Juan Carlos of Spain that
congratulated Bushfraud on his theft of the year 2000
presidential election.
HOW DARE YOU YOU TYRANTS AND
CONSPIRATORIAL KINGS.
P.P.P.S. Former British Home Secretary Robin Cook
stated in his own words…
"Al Qaeda is not a terrorist organization it is a group
of CIA swindlers tied to massive arms and drug
smuggling with their origin in the Mushahadeen and
Bosnia."
Note did Dr. Kelly confront British P.M. Tony Dun
Blaine Blair with this?
The answer is yes. Dr. Kelly, also of Irish origin, is
now dead.
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